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Abstract: The development of heterogeneous asymmet-
ric catalysts has attracted increasing interest in synthetic
chemistry but mostly relies on the immobilization of
homogeneous chiral catalysts. Herein, a series of chiral
metal–organic frameworks (MOFs) have been fabri-
cated by anchoring similar chiral hydroxylated mole-
cules (catalytically inactive) with different lengths onto
Zr-oxo clusters in achiral PCN-222(Cu). The resulting
chiral MOFs exhibit regulated enantioselectivity up to
83%ee in the asymmetric ring-opening of cyclohexene
oxide. The chiral molecules furnished onto the catalytic
Lewis sites in the MOF create multilevel microenviron-
ment, including the hydrogen interaction between the
substrate and the chiral � OH group, the steric hindrance
endowed by the benzene ring on the chiral molecules,
and the proximity between the catalytic sites and chiral
molecules confined in the MOF pores, which play crucial
roles and synergistically promote chiral catalysis. This
work nicely achieves heterogeneous enantioselective
catalysis by chiral microenvironment modulation around
Lewis acid sites.

Introduction

Chirality, widely existing in the fields of medicine, chemical
industry, agriculture, etc., is crucial for life and science.
Pharmaceutical research has proven that enantiomers with
inverted chirality have dramatically different biological
activities. Therefore, it is of great importance and interest to
develop simple and efficient strategies to synthesize optically

pure compounds.[1] Over the past few decades, privileged
homogeneous chiral catalysts have been developed, such as
salen complexes, bis(oxazoline) ligands, and cinchona alka-
loid derivatives.[2] However, the synthesis of these chiral
ligands is usually too elaborate with complicated asymmetric
reactions,[3] and the non-recyclability of homogeneous cata-
lysts poses additional challenges for their practical use.
Hence, heterogeneous chiral catalysts have emerged as
alternatives to homogeneous chiral catalysts. The immobili-
zation of homogeneous chiral catalysts onto supports is a
generally accepted strategy, for which, unfortunately, the
leaching of active components is commonly observed during
the reaction.[4]

To meet this challenge, a creative solution has been
developed to heterogenize homogeneous chiral catalysts by
assembling them into crystalline porous skeletons, i.e.,
metal–organic frameworks (MOFs). As a class of porous
crystalline solids, MOFs feature well-defined and tailorable
structures, high surface area and uniform high-density active
sites,[5] being intensively investigated in heterogeneous
catalysis.[6] Diverse homogeneous chiral catalysts, serving as
functional organic subunits, have been periodically as-
sembled with metal-oxo clusters into chiral MOFs, address-
ing the above issue of active component leaching and well
demonstrating the great advantages and potential toward
chiral catalysis.[7] Despite significant success in many cases,
careful exploration of the reaction recipes for the time- and
labor-consuming synthesis of chiral ligands and MOFs is
necessary. There have been very few reports on the
construction of chiral MOFs by simple post-synthetic
modification, and they are essentially related to the hetero-
genization of homogeneous chiral catalysts.[8] In fact, the
post-synthetic modification of MOFs provides opportunities
to create chiral microenvironment around the common
active sites in the confined MOF pore space, thereby
achieving chiral catalysis, which offers us a conceptually
different way to create heterogeneous chiral MOFs.
As thus, the construction of enzyme-mimicking chiral

MOFs by post-synthetic chiral modification would be
possible. Generally, the catalytic pockets of enzymes are
responsible for the excellent activity and selectivity,[9] which
are derived from the precise and unique arrangement of
amino acid residues. The catalytic sites in enzymes are
responsible for binding to specific substrates, and their
activation and conversion.[9b,c] The local physicochemical
microenvironment cooperates with catalytic site to rectify
the reaction kinetics and substrate selectivity. The micro-
environment surrounding catalytic site promotes the inter-
action between binding groups and substrate and maintains
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the conformation of enzyme, leading to the final catalytic
performance.[10] Inspired by that in enzyme catalysis, multi-
ple-level chiral microenvironment in the MOF pore space,
alike enzyme pocket-like, to some extent, can be
fabricated.[11] In this case, the challenging synthesis of
homogeneous chiral metal complexes is no longer necessary,
and direct adoption of common symmetric MOFs for chiral
catalysis becomes possible by creating specific chiral micro-
environment around the existing catalytic sites via elaborate
post-synthetic modification.
To verify the above assumption, in this work, a

centrosymmetric PCN-222(Cu) in P6/mmm space group was
adopted as a representative to construct chiral catalysts. A
series of chiral molecules of (R)� Cn� COOH with similar
structures but different lengths of carbon chains, including
(R)-2-hydroxy-2-phenylacetic acid, (R)-2-hydroxy-3-phenyl-
propionic acid, and (R)-2-hydroxy-4-phenylbutanoic acid,
respectively, termed as (R)� C1� COOH, (R)� C2� COOH,
and (R)� C3� COOH, are grafted onto the unsaturated
coordination sites of Zr-oxo cluster in PCN-222(Cu)
(Scheme 1). The resulting chiral catalysts exhibit excellent
catalytic performance in the asymmetric ring-opening of
cyclohexene oxide, where (R)� C3@PCN-222(Cu) affords the
best enantioselectivity (up to 83%ee), followed by
(R)� C1@PCN-222(Cu) (67%ee) and (R)� C2@PCN-222(Cu)
(35%ee). The exposed Zr-oxo cluster in the MOF works as
Lewis acid sites to drive the reaction, and the multilevel
microenvironment modulation around the Zr-oxo cluster
plays critical roles in the resulting enantioselectivity: 1) The
dangling chiral � OH group of (R)� Cn� COOH interacts with
substrates via weak hydrogen bonding, serving as the chiral
induction; 2) The presence of benzene ring on the flexible
carbon chains in different lengths gives rise to steric
hindrance, greatly affecting the chiral induction level; 3) The
confined mesopore in PCN-222(Cu), behaving as the nano-
reactor of chiral catalysis, further improves the enantiose-
lectivity. Control experiments illustrate that the ee values
can be significantly improved only when the chiral and
catalytic sites are confined in MOFs and in close proximity

to each other. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first
report on achieving chiral catalysis in MOFs by micro-
environment modulation surrounding catalytic sites.

Results and Discussion

The highly stable Zr-based MOF, PCN-222(Cu), consisting
of Zr6(μ3� O)4(μ3� OH)4(OH)4(H2O)4(COO)8 clusters and
Cu-centered tetrakis(4-carboxyphenyl)-porphyrin (TCPP)
linkers, was synthesized according to the previous report.[12]

Solvent-assisted ligand incorporation (SALI) approach was
adopted to graft enantiomerically pure Cn� COOH onto Zr-
oxo clusters of PCN-222(Cu) to afford chiral Cn@PCN-
222(Cu) (Figure S1).[13a] The Cn� COOH enantiomers in R
and S configurations have been confirmed by circular
dichroism (CD) spectra (Figure S2), and their chirality has
been well inherited to the resulting PCN-222(Cu) (Figure 1).
Diffuse reflectance infrared Fourier transform spectro-

scopy (DRIFTS) measurements provide the coordination
information of Zr-oxo clusters, in which the peak of the
terminal � OH at 3671 cm� 1 disappears while the shoulder at
3663 cm� 1 assigned to bridging μ3� OH groups still exists
after the SALI process, suggesting that the terminal � OH
groups were replaced by chiral (R)� Cn� COOH molecules
(Figure 2a).[13] The degree of post-synthetic modification
onto Zr-oxo clusters has been quantitatively analyzed by 1H
nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) (Figure 2b). The inte-
grated area of 1H signal of Cn� COOH reveals that an
average of 3.8–3.9 chiral molecules are grafted onto each Zr-
oxo cluster, indicating almost complete replacement of the
dangling � OH groups (Figure S3). Compared with pristine
PCN-222(Cu), nitrogen sorption isotherms indicate that the
BET surface area of (R)� Cn@PCN-222(Cu) reasonably
decreases due to the pore space occupation by the grafted
carbon chains (Figure 2c), supporting the retained highly

Scheme 1. Schematic illustration showing (top) the synthetic protocol
of (R)� Cn@PCN-222(Cu) and (bottom) their catalytic results in the
asymmetric ring-opening of cyclohexene oxide.

Figure 1. CD spectra of (a) pristine PCN-222(Cu), and the enantiomers
of (b) C1@PCN-222(Cu), (c) C2@PCN-222(Cu), and (d) C3@PCN-
222(Cu).
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porous feature after the modification (Figure S4). Scanning
electron microscopy (SEM) images reveal that the rod-
shaped morphology of PCN-222(Cu) does not change after
the post-modification (Figure S5). Powder X-ray diffraction
(XRD) patterns demonstrate that the crystallinity of the
MOF is well maintained after grafting the chiral modifiers
(Figure 2d), manifesting its stability. Thermogravimetric
analysis (TGA) and differential thermal analysis (DTA)
curves present three weight loss steps, in which an
exothermic temperature range at 200–300 °C possibly result-
ing from the loss of Cn� COOH is observed (Figure S6),
further supporting the successful introduction of the chiral
modifiers.
Given the catalytic sites confined in PCN-222(Cu)

channels with furnished chiral microenvironment, serving as
enzyme-like binding pockets, we assume that the obtained
catalysts would be promising candidates in challenging and
important enantioselective reactions. Asymmetric ring-
opening of racemic epoxides by amines is an important
platform in organic synthesis to prepare amino alcohols with
two chiral centers. They are not only valuable components
in the synthesis of many natural drugs, but also can be used
as chiral catalysts or ligands for asymmetric catalytic
reactions.[14a] With this in mind, asymmetric ring-opening of
cyclohexene oxide with aniline has been adopted to inves-
tigate their catalytic performance.[14] To our delight, the
results show that all (R)� Cn@PCN-222(Cu) exhibit excellent
conversion to the target product of 2-(phenylamino) cyclo-
hexanol in the reaction of cyclohexene oxide and aniline
(Figure S7, S8), unambiguously demonstrating their high
activities toward ring-opening of epoxides. Strikingly, the
highest enantioselectivity obtained by (R)� C3@PCN-
222(Cu) reflects the more efficient chiral induction by using
(R)� C3� COOH than (R)� C1� COOH and (R)� C2� COOH
(Figure S9).

Based on the above results, the optimal reaction
conditions for the asymmetric ring-opening of cyclohexene
oxide with aniline over (R)� C3@PCN-222(Cu) have been
screened by changing the solvents, temperature, and catalyst
loading (Table S1). When the asymmetric ring-opening
cyclohexene oxide is operated in toluene at 25 °C in the
presence of 10 mol% catalyst of (R)� C3@PCN-222(Cu), an
optimal yield of >99% with an 83%ee can be achieved in
10 hours. Under the identical conditions, (R)� C2@PCN-
222(Cu) and (R)� C1@PCN-222(Cu) afford >99% yield with
ee values of 35% and 67%, respectively (Table 1,
entries 1–3), supporting the role of chiral (R)� Cn� COOH
anchored onto PCN-222(Cu) in modulating the chiral
selectivity (ee). Moreover, the scope of substrates has also
been evaluated by using (R)� C3@PCN-222(Cu) under the
optimal conditions (Table S2). The electronic properties and
position of the substituents present significant influence on
the yield and ee value of the corresponding products. It is
assumed that, some racemic products might be generated
due to the limited “unmodified” Zr sites with the chiral
modifiers, which accounts for the <100%ee values of the
resulting products.
To probe the specific structural factors of modified chiral

(R)� Cn� COOH contributed to the enantioselectivity, con-
trol experiments have been conducted (Figure S10, S11).
When the hydroxyl group of (R)� C1� COOH is replaced by
the methyl group, only racemic products are obtained
(Figure S12a), which is probably due to that the chiral
modifier without hydroxyl group fails to direct the attack
position of aniline through hydrogen bonds. This result
suggests the indispensable function of the hydroxyl group in
generating enantioselectivity. In fact, the presence of hydro-
gen interaction between aniline and the � OH group of the
chiral modifier can be supported by the concentration-
dependent peak shift in the 1H NMR spectra for aniline with

Figure 2. (a) DRIFT spectra, (b) 1H NMR spectra, (c) N2 sorption iso-
therms at 77 K, and (d) powder XRD patterns of PCN-222(Cu) and
(R)� Cn@PCN-222(Cu) (n=1, 2, 3).

Table 1: Asymmetric ring-opening reaction of cyclohexene oxide with
aniline catalyzed by different catalysts.[a]

Entry Catalyst Yield[b] [%] ee[c] [%]

1 (R)� C1@PCN-222(Cu) >99 67
2 (R)� C2@PCN-222(Cu) >99 35
3 (R)� C3@PCN-222(Cu) >99 83
4 (R)� C3� COOH 14 3
5 TCPP(Cu)-ester trace –
6 Zr-oxo cluster 88 � 1
7 PCN-222(Cu) 97 � 1
8 (R)� C3/PCN-222(Cu) >99 60
9 (R)� C3-ester/PCN-222(Cu) 93 0
10 (R)� Zr6(OH)4O4(C3� COO)12 89 10
11 (R)� C3/Zr6 cluster 91 � 4

[a] Reaction conditions: catalyst (10 mol%), aniline (0.1 mmol), cyclo-
hexene oxide (0.12 mmol), 1 mL toluene, N2 atmosphere, T=25 °C,
time=10 hours. [b] Yield of product was obtained by GC with
n-dodecane as the internal standard. [c] Enantioselectivity of product
was analyzed by HPLC with AD� H chiral column.
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the ester form of (R)� C3� COOH (Figure S11b). Further-
more, when the benzene ring of (R)� C1� COOH is sub-
stituted by different groups, including isobutyl, methyl, and
isopropyl, the enantiomeric excess values display significant
decrease with decreased sizes of the substituents (Fig-
ure S12b–d). Despite that the enantioselectivity is chiral
modifier dependent, the nonlinear relationship between the
enantioselectivity and the size of the substituent may be a
sign that the enantioselectivity is not contributed solely by
the steric effect from the chiral modifier, but determined by
the overall chiral microenvironment. The above results
emphasize the decisive relationship between the hydrogen-
bonding interaction created by the hydroxyl group of the
chiral modifier and the resulting enantioselectivity; mean-
while, the size (steric hindrance) of the chiral modifiers is
also responsible for the chiral selectivity, possibly with the
cooperation of other structural factors in the MOF catalysts.
The catalytic performance of the homogeneous chiral

molecules, the main component in PCN-222(Cu) and their
physical mixture have been assessed to demonstrate the
superiority of chiral (R)� Cn@PCN-222(Cu) architectures
(Table 1). The use of (R)� C3� COOH gives a poor yield of
14% and negligible enantioselectivity (Table 1, entry 4),
indicating that (R)� C3� COOH has a very limited catalytic
capability for the reaction, despite that the acidity of
carboxylic acid may promote the formation of the product,
and that (R)� Cn� COOH alone is not able to generate chiral
induction effect (Figure S13). Particularly, the undetectable
yield acquired by TCPP(Cu)-ester excludes the possibility of
the central Cu(II) in the porphyrin center as the catalytic
site (Table 1, entry 5), hinting that the catalytic centers are
possibly stemmed from coordinatively unsaturated Zr-oxo
clusters. In comparison to (R)� C3� COOH, the use of the
Zr-oxo clusters and PCN-222(Cu) as catalysts can afford the
yield of 88% and 97%, respectively; however, racemic
products are obtained (Table 1, entries 6 and 7). The much
higher yields provided by Zr-oxo clusters and PCN-222(Cu)
than that by (R)� C3� COOH reinforce the dominant cata-
lytic role of Zr-oxo clusters in (R)� Cn@PCN-222(Cu) toward
the ring-opening of cyclohexene oxide. This is likely because
the strong Lewis acidity of Zr-oxo clusters can activate
cyclohexene oxide to facilitate the subsequent amino
nucleophilic attack.[15]

The physical mixture of PCN-222(Cu) and
(R)� C3� COOH exhibits 60%ee value after complete con-
version (Table 1, entry 8). The enantioselectivity is much
smaller than that of (R)� C3@PCN-222(Cu) with 83%ee
(Table 1, entry 3), indicating the importance of immobilizing
chiral modifiers onto the MOF skeleton. In fact, we assume
that, the mixture of (R)� C3� COOH and PCN-222(Cu) will
spontaneously interact during the catalytic reaction to in situ
generate (R)� Cn@PCN-222(Cu) to a certain degree, the
latter of which plays a critical role in the final enantiose-
lectivity. To prove this point, (R)� C3-ester, in which the
carboxylic group of (R)� C3� COOH is blocked to avoid its
coordination to Zr-oxo clusters, is adopted to prepare the
physical mixture, (R)� C3-easter/PCN-222(Cu). As expected,
the negligible enantioselectivity by the (R)� C3-easter/PCN-
222(Cu) further demonstrates the necessity of immobilizing

chiral modifiers onto the MOF (Table 1, entry 9). Given
these findings, it is inferred that the close proximity between
the chiral molecules and catalytic sites is of great importance
in the catalytic process, during which the space confinement
effect created by the MOF pore space should play a key role
in achieving high enantioselectivity. To verify the above
hypothesis, the Zr-oxo cluster has been synthesized, fol-
lowed by grafting (R)� C3� COOH, to afford (R) � Zr6-
(OH)4O4(C3� COO)12 (Figure S14), in which the space con-
finement effect is absent. The ee values obtained from (R)
� Zr6(OH)4O4(C3� COO)12 and the mixture of
(R)� C3� COOH and Zr-oxo clusters are both significantly
lower than that of (R)� C3@PCN-222(Cu) (Table 1, en-
tries 10 and 11). The results unambiguously suggest that, not
only the close proximity between the chiral molecules and
catalytic sites, but also the space confinement effect
endowed by PCN-222(Cu) are indispensable to the high
enantioselectivity of (R)� C3@PCN-222(Cu).
The heterogeneous nature and recyclability of

(R)� C3@PCN-222(Cu) have been evaluated. The similar
kinetic curves detected by (R)� Cn@PCN-222(Cu) (n=1, 2,
3) reflect their similar catalytic capability (Figure S15).
When the catalyst is filtered out after 90 min of reaction, no
more product is formed (Figure S15c), indicating the catalyst
is truly heterogeneous. The catalyst can be recovered by
centrifugation and reused for at least five runs without
appreciable loss of activity or enantioselectivity (Fig-
ure S16), demonstrating its high durability. Powder XRD
patterns reveal the crystallinity is well maintained after the
reaction (Figure S17), further verifying the excellent stability
of chiral (R)� Cn@PCN-222(Cu). The DRIFT spectra of
(R)� Cn@PCN-222(Cu) after catalytic reaction have been
collected and the terminal � OH at 3671 cm� 1 is not observed
(Figure S18), reflecting that the chiral modifiers don’t leach
from the Zr-oxo cluster. To examine whether the reaction
occurs inside the MOF, tetradecanoic acid, a long chain
alkene with molecular size of 20.76 Å×5.42 Å×4.02 Å, is
adopted as a modifier to decorate onto the unsaturated Zr-
oxo clusters for blocking the pores of PCN-222(Cu). The
resulting tetradecanoic acid@PCN-222(Cu) displays a much
inferior kinetic curve compared to (R)� Cn@PCN-222(Cu) in
the ring-opening reaction of cyclohexene oxide with aniline
(Figure S15, S19), providing direct evidence for the catalytic
reaction occurring inside the MOF.
To gain insights into the mechanism and understand the

enantioselectivity difference in the asymmetric ring-opening
reaction catalyzed by (R)� Cn@PCN-222(Cu), density func-
tional theory (DFT) calculations have been employed.[16]

Given the large number of atoms in (R)� Cn@PCN-222(Cu),
a reasonable simplification is made for the structural units
posing negligible influence on the reaction environment
(Figure S20, Table S3–S5). The bond lengths and atomic
charges of cyclohexene oxide exhibit negligible changes
upon coordination with Zr atom, and no radical species are
generated during the process, indicating that it would belong
to an SN2 mechanism rather than SN1 mechanism (Fig-
ure S21). This suggests that the Lewis acid activation and
the nucleophilic attack occur simultaneously. According to
the calculated mechanism diagram (Figure S22, S23), the
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cyclohexene oxide is firstly accessible to the Zr-oxo cluster
by competing coordination with (R)� Cn� COOH, which
leads to the disconnection of one O atom of the carboxylic
acid with the Zr atom of the Zr-oxo cluster. At the same
time, hydrogen bonds are formed between � NH2 of aniline
and � OH of the chiral modifier, placing aniline in a
preferred position (Figure S24, structure A). Subsequently,
the N atom of � NH2 group attacks the C atom of cyclo-
hexene oxide when aniline approaches to epoxy ring (Fig-
ure S24, structures B, TS and C), and then 2-(phenylamino)
cyclohexanol is generated along with H shift from NH2 to
the ring-open O atom (Figure S24, structure D). Finally,
desorption occurs, and the (R)� Cn� COOH and Zr-oxo
clusters recover their initial coordination state (Figure S24,
structure E). Notably, the transition state in asymmetric
ring-opening reaction exhibits a ring-like structure, which is
collectively formed by the chiral molecules, Zr-oxo clusters
and reactants, proving that the close proximity between
chiral sites and catalytic sites is favorable to the formation of
the transition state structure (Figure S25).
The calculated Gibbs free energy difference (ΔG,

indicated by black arrows) for the transition state of (R, R)-
product is smaller than that of the (S, S)-product (Figure 3),
suggesting that the product with R configuration is more
favorable than that with S configuration in the catalytic
process. Furthermore, the differences of ΔG for the
formation of product with S and R configuration mediated
by (R)� C1@PCN-222(Cu) and (R)� C2@PCN-222(Cu) are
computed to be 4.30 and 2.03 kcalmol� 1, respectively (Fig-
ure 3b, c), both of which are smaller than that of
(R)� C3@PCN-222(Cu) (6.89 kcalmol

� 1, Figure 3d). These
computational results support the enantioselectivity trend of
(R)� Cn@PCN-222(Cu) experimentally determined, which is

in the order of (R)� C3@PCN-222(Cu)> (R)� C1@PCN-222
(Cu)> (R)� C2@PCN-222(Cu) (Table 1). The ΔG induced by
(R)-2-hydroxy-3-methylbutanoic acid@PCN-222(Cu) is also
calculated, where the benzene ring of (R)� C1� COOH is
substituted with isopropyl. As expected, its ΔG differences is
smaller than (R)� C1@PCN-222(Cu), computationally sup-
porting the steric effect from benzene ring of chiral modifier
(Figure S26). A closer inspection of the optimized transition
state structures indicates that the enantioselectivity may be
closely related to the distance between the nucleophilic N
atom and the attacked C atom (Figure S27). For
(R)� C3@PCN-222(Cu) with the highest selectivity, the
difference of N···C lengths in the two transition states for the
(R,R)- and (S,S)-products is the most significant. On the
contrary, the N···C lengths in the two transition states are
very close for (R)� C2@PCN-222(Cu), leading to the lowest
enantioselectivity. The vertical and parallel alignment
between the plane of benzene ring and carboxyl group of
chiral molecules ((R)� Cn� COOH) is determined by the
odevity of n, where the structural difference may be
responsible for the nonlinear trend of the enantioselectivity
of (R)� Cn@PCN-222(Cu).
To unveil the weak interactions in catalytic system, the

independent gradient model based on Hirshfeld partition
(IGMH) analysis has been carried out (Figure 4 and S28–
S30).[17] Remarkably, the area of the red isosurface at the
center of the transition state (between the O atom and N
atom) represents the steric hindrance of the weak inter-
action, which can be qualitatively measured by the sign(λ2)ρ
corresponding to the maximum δg in the red region. The (R,
R)-product catalyzed by (R)� C3@PCN-222(Cu) exhibits a
minimum value of sign(λ2)ρ, indicating that the transition
state experiences minimal steric hindrance (Figure 4). When
computing the sign(λ2)ρ difference among R or S config-
uration products obtained by the same chiral catalyst, the
following trend is observed: (R)� C3@PCN-222(Cu)

Figure 3. (a) Optimized structures of B and TS (transition state) of
ring-opening reaction for (R)� C1@PCN-222(Cu). The hydrogen atoms
are omitted for clarity except on � NH2 (C, gray; H, white; O, red; N,
blue and Zr, bluish green). The free energy profiles along the pathway
for the asymmetric ring-opening of epoxides over (b) (R)� C1@PCN-
222(Cu), (c) (R)� C2@PCN-222(Cu), and (d) (R)� C3@PCN-222(Cu),
respectively. The Gibbs free energy of the more stable structure A/A’ is
set to zero energy.

Figure 4. Sign(λ2)ρ colored isosurfaces of δginter=0.005 a.u. corre-
sponding to IGMH analysis of (a) (R, R)-product and (b) (S, S)-product
with catalyst (R)� C3@PCN-222(Cu).
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(0.0109)> (R)� C1@PCN-222(Cu) (0.0084)> (R)� C2@PCN-
222(Cu) (0.0035)>no catalyst (0.0021), which is closely
associated with the experimental trend. When n is an odd
number in (R)� Cn@PCN-222(Cu), the benzene ring plane of
(R)� Cn� COOH is perpendicular to the carboxylic acid
group plane. During the formation of the transition state,
the perpendicular benzene ring closely interacts with the
ligand benzene ring of PCN-222(Cu), resulting in robust π–π
stacking interactions (Figure 4 and S29). This π–π stacking
interaction plays a significant role in promoting and
facilitating the formation of the transition state, which
accounts for the observed non-monotonic selectivity order
in (R)� Cn@PCN-222(Cu) as follows: (R)� C3@PCN-222(Cu) -
> (R)� C1@PCN-222(Cu)> (R)� C2@PCN-222(Cu).

Conclusion

In summary, the centrosymmetric MOF, PCN-222(Cu) in
P6/mmm space group, has been converted to the chiral
MOFs, affording (R)� Cn@PCN-222(Cu), by a simple post-
synthetic modification with chiral molecules (R)� Cn� COOH
(n=1, 2, 3) onto the Zr-oxo cluster in the MOF. The
resulting heterogeneous (R)� Cn@PCN-222(Cu) catalysts are
able to not only achieve chiral catalysis but also regulate the
enantioselectivity in the asymmetric ring-opening of cyclo-
hexene oxide, in which the modification with chiral mole-
cules creates multi-level microenvironment modulation
around the catalytic sites, i.e. Zr-oxo cluster. Control experi-
ments demonstrate that the hydroxyl groups from the chiral
modifier, capable of forming hydrogen bonds with substrate
along the MOF channel, play a decisive role in ensuring
enantioselective catalysis. Not only the close proximity
between the chiral molecules and catalytic sites but also the
space confinement effect endowed by the MOF are also
proven to be indispensable to achieve high enantioselectiv-
ity. All these microenvironment modulations lead to non-
linearly evolved enantioselectivity with the change of chiral
modifier in (R)� Cn@PCN-222(Cu), among which the ee
value follows the order of (R)� C3@PCN-222(Cu)>
(R)� C1@PCN-222(Cu)> (R)� C2@PCN-222(Cu). This trend
is further validated and explained by DFT calculations. This
work not only opens a door to the synthesis of chiral MOFs
by post-synthetic modification with chiral molecules, but
also provides a novel strategy to the design of heteroge-
neous chiral catalysts by simply creating specific chiral
microenvironment around catalytic sites.
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